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Supplies Required: 

• A lidded clear glass jar (large enough to hold cookies)

• 12” x 12” red patterned cotton fabric

• 6” x 6” natural muslin

• 5” x 5” Brother iron-on fabric applique contact sheet

• Brother ScanNCut Machine (CM650W)

• Brother ScanNCut Standard Cutting Mat

• Brother Sewing Machine (XV8500D)

• Brother Button Presser Foot M

• Brother P-touch H200 Craft Ribbon and Label Printer

• 12mm red wine ribbon

• Brown thread

• 5 small brown buttons

• Small amount of Poly-Fil stuffing

• Brown dye ink and mini sponge applicator

• Stiffening spray (optional)

Creating a Cookie Cut File:
• Log onto canvasworkspace.brother.com and create a new project. 

• From the Basic shapes folder, insert a circle and a scalloped circle  

    onto the workspace. Drag and drop the scalloped circle so that it  

    overlaps the plain circle as shown.

May 15th is National Chocolate Chip Day! What better way to celebrate
this holiday than by surprising a friend with a yummy gift? This simple
step-by-step tutorial will help you create a fun and functional cookie jar
that’s ready to fill with all the ingredients needed to whip up a batch
of your favourite chocolate chip cookies. When you give sweet treats,
you’re guaranteed to become everyone’s favourite friend! 

Skill Level: All 
Time Required: 30-45 mins
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• Select both images on the workspace and then, in the edit tab, select the subtract icon.

• Select the bitten cookie image you created and flip it horizontally in CanvasWorkspace

    by selecting the flip horizontal icon in the edit tab.

• Download the file and send it wirelessly to your ScanNCut machine.

Preparing your fabric for use in the ScanNCut machine:
• Iron your red patterned fabric flat. You can spray it with stiffening spray prior to ironing

    to stiffen the fibres of the fabric, but this is optional.

• Adhere the fusible webbing to the backside of your muslin with an iron.
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Cutting your fabric pieces:
• Place your muslin piece on the standard cutting mat right side down so that the appliqué

    contact sheet is facing up. Once the mat is loaded, use the scanning feature so you can see

    the placement of your fabric. Open the saved file that you transferred to your machine from

    CanvasWorkshop and place it directly over the fabric image showing on your LCD screen.

    Cut the image and set aside.

• Place your red patterned fabric on the standard mat. Since we didn’t use interfacing on this piece  

    of fabric, place the fabric on the mat right side up. Open a new project in your ScanNCut and open  

    scallop circle BA-A05 from the basic shapes folder. Resize it so it’s 11” square and cut out.

Assembling the fabric topper:
• With a light iron, tack the cookie shape to the center of the red scalloped piece of fabric so

    it stays in place while sewing. You don’t want to adhere it permanently; just enough so it

    doesn’t move while sewing to the base fabric.

• With your machine, stitch the edges of the shape. Be sure to leave a 1” gap so you can stuff

    the cookie with Poly-Fil. You might like a not-so-perfect line as it’s fun and adds a relaxed look.

    You can use a free motion foot for a similar effect.
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• Fill the cookie with some Poly-Fil. Don’t over stuff it;  

    just add enough to give it a little dimension.  

• Close off the stitched gap with your sewing machine and be sure to stitch around

    the edge once or twice more if you’d like to achieve a random stitched look.

• Switch your sewing machine foot to presser foot M to randomly attach the small

    buttons over the top of the cookie image. Presto! Instant chocolate chips!
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Create a personalized ribbon with the Brother
P-touch H200 Craft Ribbon and Label Printer:
• Insert the wine red ribbon cartridge into the P-touch H200 machine and turn it on.

• Select the category button, scroll to RIBBON then select OK.

• Choose layout 3/5. This will allow you to write a custom sentiment on each end of your ribbon.

• Input your first text: “Thank You”. Press OK.

• Input your second text: “Chocolate Chip Cookies”. Press OK.

• Set length to 800mm. Press OK.

• Press OK to print and OK for 1 copy.

Assemble your jar:
• Gather all the ingredients for your favourite jar recipe for chocolate chip cookies and layer

    them in the clean jar. If you don’t have a recipe on hand, be sure to check out all the fabulous

    jar recipes found on the Internet.

• Seal the jar and then centre and drape your embellished fabric topper over it.

• Wrap your printed ribbon around the covered jar lid and secure it with a bow. To make  

    this easier, you may want to first wrap an elastic around the covered lid to keep it in place.

    You can remove the elastic after securing the ribbon if you wish.
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brother.ca/beinspired

INSPIRING CREATIVITY FOR GENERATIONS.

Designed exclusively for you by the Brother Education Department.

We hope you enjoyed creating this fun project and
surprising someone with your delicious treats. This jar
is sure to become a cherished spot where anyone can

keep fresh, home baked cookies for years to come!

Karen Ellis
Craft expert and contributing writer
for Creative Scrapbooker Magazine


